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Four Strategies to Improve Strategic Implementation 

This guide has been written specifically for CEOs, owners, and their executive teams to help 

make sure that their efforts to develop a strategy do not go to waste. Too often we hear that 

teams have spent an enormous amount of time and energy creating strategic plans only to see 

them not get executed well, or not get executed at all. 

The results are predictable and often the team can feel: 

• Unease that there is little to no progress being made on the most important tasks 

• Frustration that they do not have time in their day to also work on strategic items 

• Overwhelmed because it seems like another big project to start 

• Irritated that they wasted a lot of time talking and not enough time on meaningful 

action 

Our assumption is that you have gone through some sort of formal strategy formulation. If you 

have, that means that you and your team have a vision for the future and action plans to get 

there that will measurably improve the numbers that you care about the most. 

The work that you and your team has put in, while laudable, is just the beginning. As Lee likes 

to say “Congratulations you are 3% done.  The other 97% is in executing on your strategy” 

By using the four strategies and actions steps outlined in this guide, you and your team will be 

well on your way to ensuring that the strategies you have envisioned will actually get 

implemented. 

If the prospect of executing your strategy with excellence is appealing to you, please read on. 

 

Strategy Number 1: List and Map out all the Strategic Initiatives 

Every strategy document is full of targets and goals. Make sure that these are turned into 

actions that can be taken. Increase market share to 40% is a great goal, but steps must be taken 

to make sure that the goal is achieved. These steps might include improving products for ideal 

customers, exploiting a competitive advantage more effectively, or developing a PR plan.  

A strategy document might have a hundred actions. Make sure each one is captured and 

categorized to a relevant category of the plan. An action might be mapped chronologically in 
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phases or milestones, or it might be categorized as part of a larger initiative like Customer 

Experience. 

Sometimes people can get confused about where strategy starts, and where their day-to-day 

job ends. To lessen this confusion, make sure that each action in the strategy meets the criteria 

of a strategic initiative. A strategic initiative is something that is put into place that will get 

improved results in the future. 

It is helpful to have a simple definition of what is and is not a strategic initiative: 

• What is a strategic initiative:   

o Doing something new that will create a better result in the future. 

o Has a Return on Investment (ROI) calculation to rank the value of each strategic 

initiative.   

• What is not a strategic initiative:   

o Doing your day-to-day job 

o Looking into or evaluating something with no defined ROI (Return on 

Investment) for doing so. 

Poor action statement: Do better at having field sales representatives ask for referrals. 

Better action statement: Implement a training plan to include scripts, practice, and on the job 

observation for all new field representative hires by December 2023 with a method to track 

referral numbers. 

Leaders should always be getting better results for their area of responsibility. That is to be 

expected. Being strategic means that something new is being put into a place. These things 

might include new processes, new training, new hires, or even new job positions. What they are 

not is just working harder at the same old things. 

 

Strategy Number 2: Organize the Team 

Three organizational issues tend to become problems for a leadership team seeking to execute 

the strategy:  

1) the same people seem to be working on all the strategic actions 

2) lack of a clear ownership for a strategic initiative 

3) poor communication about progress. 

The first thing the team needs to do is to organize into work groups. Work groups should be 

organized around the major themes highlighted in the strategy. These work groups will 

collectively own all the associated action items. Work groups can be formed around people 
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strategies, operational improvements, and even culture initiatives. Use the main themes 

identified in your strategy and then form a team to address it. 

Next, create a schedule of meetings for tracking progress. In the beginning, the team may want 

to meet as frequently as every two weeks. As they get traction, these meetings can move to a 

monthly check in cadence. As for the meetings themselves, keep them tightly focused on 

highlighting those items that are moving forward and those that are falling behind. It is also a 

good opportunity to ask for help or feedback.  

One team we worked with was tasked with improving organizational effectiveness through 

uniform policies and procedures. The leaders of the working group started to wonder if this was 

seen as valuable by the rest of the organization and if so, why. This prompted a great discussion 

with the entire strategy team and left them feeling more excited about the value of the 

strategic initiatives they were tasked with and confident that they were going in the right 

direction. 

 

Strategy Number Three: Create a Tracking Metric for High Quality Execution 

The problem with some strategic initiatives is that results might not be seen for a year or more. 

While some strategic initiatives might have immediate and tangible results, like a new accounts 

receivable program that speeds up how quickly payments are received and speeds up cash flow 

and collections, many initiatives will lack short term measurable impact.  

It is critical for a team to feel like they are making progress throughout the implementation 

process. Success motivates people to take more action and can improve the quality of the 

actions being taken. Lack of clear progress can be demotivating and negatively impact faith in 

the strategy. 

The solution for many strategic initiatives is to use percent complete as the metric. This vastly 

simplifies the reporting and allows the CEO and senior leadership team to quickly assess where 

things are progressing and where things are falling behind. 

Note that many strategic initiatives will need to be completed over periods greater than a year. 

For those simply estimate the amount of the total that will be completed this year and keep 

track of those. 

To further drive accountability of the completion of strategic initiatives, also make sure that 

completion of strategic initiatives  ties to performance reviews and or bonuses. And make sure 

that the work that is being done is high quality work. For example, if creating a new client 

experience protocol is being put in place, the CEO or another designated leader could validate 

the process is working by asking clients for feedback or experiencing it for themselves. 
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Strategy Number Four: Review each Strategic Initiative for Impact 

Leaders should be very clear about what kind of benefit a strategic initiative will produce and 

what that benefit will cost in terms of money and time. Taking the time to review impact has 

two beneficial outcomes:  

1) it ensures that we are working on high impact activities 

2) helps the team to prioritize those activities. 

For each initiative take the time to: 

Evaluate the VALUE. This is the degree to which an initiative will positively impact the numbers 

the organization cares about the most and can be simply rated as high, medium, or low. 

Evaluate the DIFFICULTY. This is the degree to which implementation of the initiative is difficult 

or disruptive on the organization. New, enterprise level software systems are usually quite 

beneficial but can be very difficult to integrate. 

List the RESOURCES needed. Sometimes an initiative simply needs time and effort from a team. 

Sometimes they will need approvals for budgets and real dollars invested. 

Ticket-to play strategic initiatives.  Some strategic initiatives may not significantly improve the 

bottom line, but they can keep the bottom line from crashing.  An example of this could be a 

strategic initiative of putting a new quality management program in place.  This may not 

improve the bottom line and it may negatively impact it because there is a cost.  However, have 

this program in place could prevent a quality issue that drives half of your customers away. 

Going through this simple process for each strategic initiative will help the team answer 

fundamental questions about whether they are working on actions that will create value and 

whether they are tackling those items in the right order. 

 

Bonus Strategy: Use Robust Tools to Provide Visibility and Tracking 

In our work, we constantly emphasize that the discipline of leadership focus on what is most 

important is essential to success. This discipline ensures that behaviors are in place and that the 

right work is being done in the right order at the right time.  

That being said, it is crucial to use good software tools that enable the team to track progress 

on actions and easily see actions that the rest of the team is making on their strategic 

initiatives. While a simple spreadsheet can be used to keep track of actions, it can quickly 

become cumbersome, clunky, and out of date.  

Ideally you will want to use a system that will scale with you and your team and allow for 

transition from the strategy team to the rest of the organization, without losing visibility on 
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tasks. The Execute to WIN Management Operating System platform was purpose-built to fully 

support the MIND Methodology. It is also a robust scalable tool that can be implemented 

across an organization to support strategy implementation, integration of acquisitions, and 

many other key growth processes. 

If you would like more information about how the MIND Methodology and platform can 

contribute to your strategic success, please click HERE to schedule a complimentary 30-minute 

call. 

 

We hope you found these strategies valuable for how to implement your strategy. 

Implementation is the key to progress and results. It takes organization and focus but it can be 

done. And when it is, your team will be fired up about the results that they achieved together 

and ready to take on more. 

 

Additional resources 

If you would like to know more about the benefits of strategically aligning the team with a Most 

Important Number, download the MIND Methodology Playbook.  

For even more tools and resources to improve what is most important, read the WSJ and USA 

Today #1 Best Seller Your Most Important Number by Lee Benson. 

 

 

 

https://calendly.com/garycovert/30min
https://garycovertconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/MIND-Methodology-Playbook-2022-compressed.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Your-Most-Important-Number-Collaboration/dp/1636800769/ref=sr_1_1?crid=8OKE0K0F3S6N&keywords=lee+benson&qid=1660777194&s=books&sprefix=lee+benson%2Cstripbooks%2C123&sr=1-1
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About Gary Covert 

Gary Covert is a trusted advisor to CEOs, owners, and their 

leadership teams. Through his tailored approaches, Gary helps 

leaders execute strategically, develop great teams, and innovate 

continuously without burning out. He works with top companies in 

energy, construction, logistics, water management, mining, 

healthcare, education tech, and national restaurant chains. Gary 

earned his MBA from Thunderbird School of Global Management 

and his BA in Japanese from ASU. You can reach Gary at 

gary@garycovertconsulting.com or 480-720-9551. 

 
 
 
About Lee Benson 

 
With more than 25 years of experience as a CEO, Lee understands 
the challenging tensions that exist between putting people first 
while remaining focused on performance. Lee owned and led Able 
Aerospace – a company that grew from 3 to 500 employees with 15 
consecutive years of 20 percent compounded average annual 
growth.  

After he sold Able Aerospace for 9-figures to Textron Aviation, Lee 
committed to helping other leaders achieve similar results as his 

next venture. Lee founded ETW, where he helps senior leadership teams work better together 
at improving their organization’s most important number.  His main focus is to help leaders 
develop an intentional, high-performance culture that connects to financial performance. You 
can reach Lee at lee.benson@etw.com. 

The team at ETW works with senior leadership teams and every other team within an 
organization as we cascade the MIND Methodology to the front lines.  We work with 
organizations of all types and sizes located around the world. 
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